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	Designed specifically for biology and life/social sciences majors, this applied calculus program motivates students while fostering understanding and mastery. The authors emphasize integrated and engaging applications that show students the real-world relevance of topics and concepts. Several pedagogical features--from algebra review to study tips--provide extra guidance and practice.Applied Calculus for the Life and Social Sciences features current, relevant examples drawn from government sources, industry, recent events, and other disciplines that appeal to diverse interests. In addition, the program offers a strong support package--including CL MATHSpace Instructor/Student websites and course management tools, instructional DVDs, and solutions manuals--that allows students to review the material independently and retain key concepts.
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CouchDB and PHP Web Development Beginner’s GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	PHP and CouchDB Web Development will teach you the fundamentals of combining CouchDB and PHP to create a full application from conception to deployment. This book will direct you in developing a basic social network, while guiding you through some of the common pitfalls that are frequently associated with NoSQL databases.


	CouchDB...
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Multimedia Networking: From Theory to PracticeCambridge University Press, 2009
This authoritative guide is the first to provide a complete system design perspective based on existing international standards and state-of-the-art networking and infrastructure technologies, from theoretical analyses to practical design considerations. The four most critical components involved in a multimedia networking system - data...
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Test Generation of Crosstalk Delay Faults in VLSI CircuitsSpringer, 2018

	
		This book describes a variety of test generation algorithms for testing crosstalk delay faults in VLSI circuits. It introduces readers to the various crosstalk effects and describes both deterministic and simulation-based methods for testing crosstalk delay faults. The book begins with a focus on currently available crosstalk delay...
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Web Accessibility: A Foundation for Research (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2008
Covering key areas of evaluation and methodology, client-side applications, specialist and novel technologies, along with initial appraisals of disabilities, this important book provides comprehensive coverage of web accessibility.
Written by leading experts in the field, it provides an overview of existing research and also looks at future...
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Raspberry Pi 3 Cookbook for Python Programmers: Unleash the potential of Raspberry Pi 3 with over 100 recipes, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A recipe-based guide to programming your Raspberry Pi 3 using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of Raspberry Pi 3 using Python programming
	
			Create 3D games, build neural network modules, and interface with your own circuits
	
			Packed with clear,...
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Web Component Development with Zope 3Springer, 2005
New Zope 3 is a web applications server written in Python that allows developing complex web applications rapidly and collaboratively. Zope 3 is the successor to the successful version 2.
After an introduction to the key concepts of Zope, a sample application is built and extended subsequently. The book is targeted towards developers familiar...
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